


In the heart of Corsica...    two unique estate





 unique at the top of Corsica
 
In the heart of Corsica, down the Popolasca snowy peaks, 
the 82 hectares of vineyards of the Domaine Vico/Clos 
Venturi overlooks the Golo Valley. The both estate benefit 
from a unique location in the mountains surrounding 
the village of Morosaglia, in the north-eastern part of 
Corsica, about 53 kilometres southwest of Bastia. The 
vineyards were planted by Jean Vico in 1902, planting 
many vines at the very limit of wine growing zones in 
Corsica, proving to be an innovative and pioneering 
Vigneron for his time. Today the estate is run by 
Emmanuel Venturi and his family. Domaine Vico  and Clos 

Venturi, the best terroir of Vico, are the only vineyard located in Corsica’s interior. The vineyard setting 
is magnificent, between 300 and 400m in altitude, with nearby peaks rising to 2.200 m. In the summer 
growing season, daytime temperatures can reach 35°C, while at night they can drop to below 15°C. 
 



Domaine Vico has two parcels of vines 
which have two distinct soil types. The 
parcel around Ponte-Leccia, 46 ha is planted 
with Vermentinu, Niellucciu, Sciaccarellu, 
Grenache and Syrah. The production 
technique here is best described as at the top 
of the technology, and Domaine Vico’s wines 
are authentic Corsican wines with strong 
character. 

However, there are authentic Corsican 
wines made at the domaine’s Clos 
Venturi parcel, 26 ha, 5km away, 100m 
higher up the mountain, and located on 
schist-laden slopes with a south/south-
eastern exposure. This is at the limit 
of the winemaking zone in Corsica; 
winter temperatures at this altitude can 
drop to -10°C at night. The effect of this 
terroir, along with lower yields, hand-
harvesting in multiple passages, and 
more careful winemaking is startling.



The spirit to serve our terroir 
We work passionately to express central Corsican’ terroirs, respecting the region’s environ-
ment and traditional practices. The team works throughout the year with exacting levels of 
care and precision to achieve excellence and reveal the true characteristics of each single 
estate. 
As well as maintaining the deep-rooted values upon which the family has always insisted, 
the domain has managed to instil its vineyards and its wines with great vitality, thanks to 
modern technology and a resolute avant-garde vision. 
Style is an empty shell. Wine’s potential lies in its sensual response. For our region, this is 
derived from its terroir and indigenous varietals, which creates freshness , minerality and 
an unique fruit .



The work of Nature
 
To preserve their environment, the vineyards are carefully managed. Limiting 
yields is a given, and the vines have been cultivated using organic methods for 
many years. The domain carries out harvesting by hand in small crates followed 
by rigorous sorting, and pays close attention to detail at every stage of the process. 
Practicing sustainable growing in its vineyards for nearly 35 years now, Domaine Vico and 
Clos  Venturi have just obtained “High Environmental Value”(HVE) status, the highest 
level of environmental certification (June 2015) and started in 2017 the conversion to 
organic growing (agriculture biologique-Ecocert).



to express our uniqueness 
Each terroir is incomparable, but however wonderful it is, a terroir cannot fully express itself 
without the skill of man. At Domaine Vico and Clos Venturi, everything that can be done 
is done, whatever the appellation, to achieve the quintessential character of our vineyards. 
In the cellars, the winemaker becomes an orchestra conductor guiding the 
wines according to the both domain’s demands for quality and elegance. 
The domain uses different vats for fermenting and aging, in order to 
preserve freshness and minerality and enable the subtle nuances of central 
Corsican terroirs and indigenous varietals to fully express themselves. 
This careful process allows us to produce rich wines of great aromatic purity, which keep their 
unique character and express the particular characteristics of each vintage.



Listening to Nature 
The Terroir... A concept so often simplistically described, yet so complex.  
This concept is the central element of my job as winegrower and 
guides step-by-step my permanent quest for its understanding. 

How do we respect our terroir? First by observing the natural environment 
and trying to understand it, then to adapt and reconsider all our methods. 
Our 21 vineyard plots, all located on the central depression of Corsica, 
are delineated since 20 years and require 
each specific working. Each of these plots is 
worked differently to respect their uniqueness.  

In addition to this geological complexity, 
we have demonstrated for more than 10 
years our willingness to replant indigenous, 
forgotten or fallen into disuse varietals. 
If geology is the backbone of our two estates, these 
varietals are our blood and the affirmation of our 
identity as estate requires their development. 
20 varietals, unknown to the public, are now 
planted at our estates symbolizing Corsica‘s 
incredible richness in wines and vines. 



The next step in our quest was the reconsideration of our cultural approach. 
To become less intrusive, we looked for softer mechanical tillage methods, using even horses for some parcels 
that required it. Since 7 years, herbicides have been banished from Clos venturi. We worked partially, then fully 
biodynamic. On the Domaine Vico, the way to go is longer, but we work with the same logic: without herbicides 
and we achieve today a 90% organic estate.
 
Our current research area is to precisely study the various native yeast populations of 
our terroirs. To preserve and respect the diversity and the particularity of each terroir 
we return to the use of one fermentation starter vat with the native yeast of each terroir. 
Each step of our approach opens a new window that shows the incredible natural balance and capacity for renewal 
of our terroir. Our role is to support them by providing just the binder that allows their maximum blossoming...  
An idea so simple and so complex, isn‘t it?
 
  
 





CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

A gray-gold wine with glints of silver and 
green. Aromas of apples and pears, followed 
by citrus notes after aeration. On the palate, 
the wine is well balanced, with notes of white 
and citrus fruits.

AOP CORSE

100%VERMENTINU

Mechanical harvest at night

45 hls/ha

Schist
South/South-East

Temperature  controlled Fermentation in 
Steel tank
100%
Direct pneumatic pressing, skin contact

6 months  in concrete tank,  on fine lees
Light filtered before bottling 

Bronze- 
Concours général 

agricole 2017

Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico white

86
points



CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

A beautiful salmon colour with lively aromas of red 
currant and raspberries on the nose. Supple and 
fruity in the mouth followed by a beautiful acidity 
and generous finish.

AOP Corse

70% Niellucciu, 20% Grenache, 10% Sciaccarellu

Mechanical harvest at night

45hl/ha

Schist
South/South-East

Temperature  controlled Fermentation in 
Steel tank
100%
Direct pneumatic pressing, skin contact

6 - 8 months on fine lees in concrete tank

Gold- 
Concours général 

agricole 2017

Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico rosé

91 
   
 100



CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

The wine has a soft ruby colour with reflections of 
purple. Aromas of leather, and  scrub-land’s herbs, 
a blend of herbs which stems from Corsica’s diverse 
aromatic herbs such as basil, mint, rosemary, thyme 
and oregano... The nose is followed by full flavours 
of spices and red fruits.

AOP Corsica

70% Niellucciu, 20% sciaccarellu, 10% Syrah 

Mechanical harvest

40hl/ha

Schist
South/South-East, top of the hillside
Strict plot selection

Fermentation in concrete tank with indigenous 
yeast 
100% 
Pneumatic
30 days of Maceration

12 - 18 months
Without fining and light filtration

Gold- 
Concours général 

agricole 2017

Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico red

88
points



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico «Le bois du cerf» white wine
CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Limpid straw-yellow. Fresh pear and lemon zest aromas are lifted by 
notes of white flowers and dusty minerals and backed by a subtle 
herbal nuance. Silky, focused and penetrating on the palate, 
offering refreshingly bitter citrus and orchard fruit flavors that put on 
weight with air. A herbal  nuance emerges on the finish, which clings 
with strong, minerally tenacity.

AOP CORSE

100%Vermentinu

Hand-harvested , 45 years-old vineyards, 4400 vines per ha

45 hls/ha

blue schist
South/South-East

Temperature controlled Fermentation with native yeast in con-
crete tank
100%
Direct pneumatic pressing, skin contact 12 h in concrete tank

6 months  in concrete tank,  on fine lees
Light filtered before bottling, no fining



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico « Le bois du cerf» rosé wine

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Bright, refreshing, and salmon-pink in color, «le bois du cerf» rosé has fresh 
and lively aromas of rose, raspberry and orange zest. Flavors of lemon, 
mandarin, honey and  just ripened peach lightly touch the mouth then 
recede into a clean and precise finish that makes your mouth water for 
more.

AOP Corse

Grenache

 Mechanical harvest at night with automatic sorting system
4400 Vines per Ha, 30%  10 years -old vineyard, 70% 45  years-old 
40 hl/ha

rolled pebbles, gravel soil
South-east

Temperature  controlled Fermentation in 
Steel tank
100%
6 to 8 days of cold soak by 3-5 °c. Direct pneumatic pressing

6 - 8 months on fine lees in concrete tank
no fining  , light filtration



Bright red-ruby. Aromatically pure aromas of red cherry, licorice, herbs 
and dried rose. Dense but juicy; supple and quite suave, with nicely 
deep flavors of red berries and spices complicated by licorice and 
herbs. Finishes with substantial dusty tannins and excellent minerality.

AOP Corse

Niellucciu, Sciaccarellu, Syrah

 Hand-harvested, 4000 Vines per Ha, 30 years-old vineyard

40 hl/ha

Schist and Basalt 
South-east

Fermentation in concrete tank with indigenous yeast 

100% 

Pneumatic
45 days of Maceration

12 - 18 months in concrete tanks
Without fining and light filtration

Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico «Le bois du cerf» red wine

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed:

Pressing : 

MATURING





Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico Les Parcellaires A Mina white wine
Clear colour with golden reflections, a wide and suave 
mouth with nuance of the albedo, his whitish part, a full-
bodied lemon and verbena, with a final sustained on a 
noble bitterness from the vermentinu.  

AOP Corse
100% Vermentinu,   35 years old vineyard (1982 )
Hand-picked with 15 kg trays
30 hl/ha, 1240 numbered bottles annually produced
Organic Conversion and  HVE certification, 
Mechanical Tillage of the soils, application of Biodynamic 
preparation 500 P and phytotherapie ,cordon de Royat 
pruning

A Mina, the mine in Corsican language, is produced 
from a parcel located since the 19th century on an old 
copper mine near the town of Ponte-leccia.
Basaltic and schist soils

South-east, Top of the hillside

Cold skin contact 48h - 72h. Fermentation in egg formed 
concrete tanks with native, indigenous yeast
100%
Pneumatic pressing

18 months in egg formed concrete tanks on lies and 4 -6 
months in bottle

No fining and unfiltered

Tasting:

VINEYARDS
Appellation : 
Varietal: 
Harvest :
Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 

Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

93PTS.

DOMAINE VICO CORSE A
MINA 2015
This exotic vermentino is dense
and layered with lots of fruit and
intensity. Sliced pineapple and
papaya. Full and powerful. From
organically grown grapes. Drink
now.

93PTS.

DOMAINE VICO CORSE A
MINA 2016
This is another dense and
powerful white with sliced, cooked
apples, hot stones and hints of
peach stones. Full bodied, layered
and very flavorful. Waxy and
serious. From biodynamically
grown grapes. Drink now.



Tasting:

VINEYARDS
Appellation : 
Varietal: 
Harvest :
Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 

Exposure :

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

Bright Ruby  in colour with some violet reflection. The nose 
reveals rich and delightful  aromas of ripe cherry and wild red 
fruits with a hint of candied liquorice(Zan). Black berries, Red 
berries aromas meld seamlessly with leather and spicy notes. 
Overall, it falls complex on the palate the finishes wonderfully 
smooth, fresh and long.

AOP Corse
Niellucciu,  Sciaccarellu planted in 1989
Hand-picked with 15 kg trays
18hl/ha, 1100 numbered bottles annually produced
Organic Conversion and  HVE certification, 
Mechanical Tillage of the soils, application of Biodynamic 
preparation 500 P and phytotherapie, cordon de Royat 
pruning

U Fornu, the parcel of the bread oven is grown on a red 
sandy-clay soil
South-east

Fermented in oak cask (40hl) with native yeast
Maceration lasted for 45 days and the cap was punched 
down 1-3 times/day (pigeage).
100%
Pneumatic pressing

18 month in 800 litres clay amphora and  6 month in bottle

No fining and unfiltered

Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

Domaine Vico Les Parcellaires U Fornu red wine

90PTS.

DOMAINE VICO CORSE U
FORNU 2015
This is a ripe and layered red with
plums, walnuts, light leather and
berries. Medium to full body, round
and velvety texture and a flavorful
finish. A little one-dimensional at the
end, but delicious. From organically
grown grapes. Drink now.





Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Brilliant straw colour with aromas of white flowers, apples 
and pears. The mouth is rich and balanced with fruity 
and floral notes.

AOP Corse

100% Vermentinu

Hand-picked 

45hl/ha

Sandstone
South/South-East, bottom of the hillside 
Plots selection

Concrete tank

100%
Pneumatic

8 months in stainless steel tank. Weekly lees stirring
Cold settling and light filtration

Clos Venturi 1769 white wine



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Crafted in the traditional sciaccarellu style, our 1769 
is a light purple rosé with  delicate flavours  of red fruit,  
blood orange,  and  light green pepper notes.  Its  bright,  
refreshing  acidity makes it a perfect companion with a 
meal or as an aperitif. 

AOP Corse

100% Sciaccarellu

Hand-picked 

40hl/ha

Sandstone
South/South-East, bottom of the slope
Plot selection

Low temperature controlled Fermentation in stainless 
steel tank,with indigenous yeasts
100%
Pneumatic
20 days of maceration at average temperature

6 months in stainless steel tank. Weekly lees stirring
Cold settling and light filtration

Clos Venturi 1769 rosé wine

92 
   
 100



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

The aromas are rich and spicy with notes of red and 
black berry fruits layered over hints of chocolate, brown 
spice, green pepper and light toasted oak. The palate 
is robust yet elegant with silky tannins and flavors of 
black cherries and coffee married with a seductive cin-
namon spice.

AOP Corse

80% Niellucciu 10% Syrah 10% Sciaccarellu

Hand-picked

40hl/ha

Schist
South/South-East, bottom of the hillside
Plot selection

Fermentation 90% in concrete tank, 10% in oak (foudres) 
with indigeneous native Yeasts
100%
Pneumatic
20 days of maceration at average temperature

One part of the volume 12 months in concrete tank, an-
other part 12 months in oak (foudres). Without fining and 
light filtration

Clos Venturi 1769 Red wine

88
points



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Light red ruby colour. Wonderfully developed black 
cherries, green pepper and leather aromas swirl in the 
glass. Juicy flavours of cherry candy coupled with hints of 
spices weave through the palate. 
Balanced acidity and polished tannins on the finish. 

AOP Corse 

100% Sciaccarellu

Hand -picked

30hl/ha

Sandstone
South - south/east
Plots selection

 Fermented in foudre and oak barrel
 with native yeast
Yes
Pneumatic
Maceration lasted for 45 days and the cap was 
punched down 1-3 times/day (pigeage).
14 - 18 months
No fining and very light filtered

Clos venturi 1769 Sciaccarellu Red wine

95 
   
 100

94PTS.

CLOS VENTURI CORSE 1769
2016
Tight and very lively, offering
focused dark-fruit, mineral and lava
character. Medium-bodied and well
integrated with a pretty finish. Tight
now. Pure Sciaccarellu. From
biodynamically grown grapes.
Delicious now, but better in 2021.



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Hints of pear drops lifted by bitter almond and herbs. 
Supple, complex and characterful with hints of straw 
and a mineral edge. Real character

Vin de France

100% Biancu Gentile

Hand -picked

45hl/ha

Sandstone, 
South-south/east
Plots selection

Concrete tank
Selected yeast

Pneumatic
Skin contact, 8 days by cold temperature

6 - 8 month, light fining and light filtration

Clos Venturi „Brama“ Biancu Gentile white wine



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 
Varietal: 
Harvest :
Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Aged in wooden cask, its deep purple color is followed by nice notes 
of blueberries, cracked pepper, raspberries and hints of tapenade. 
Elegant, layered and beautifully pure, this corsican Syrah loaded with 
soft black fruit, silky texture and subtle spice has real character and 
depth. 

AOP Corse
100% Syrah, 4400 vines per ha
Hand -harvested
30hl/ha

Sandstone, sandy soils
South-south/east
Plots selection

fermentation by temperature of 25-30°c in 40hl woodencask with 
indigenous yeasts
100%
Pneumatic
Maceration lasted for 45 days and the cap was punched down 1-3 
times/day (pigeage).

12/14 months in wooden cask
No fining and very light filtered

Clos venturi „Brama“ Syrah Red wine



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Clos Venturi white wine

Pale straw in colour with green reflex. Clean, refreshing 
nose with tropical pineapple, pears, citrus blossom fruit 
flavours, and lemony, oceanic minerality.   On the palate 
a medley of tropical, white and citrus fruit unfolds into 
tangerine, grapefruit and lemon flavours.  These notes 
continue throughout the long and lingering finish.

AOP Corse

100% Vermentinu 

Hand-picked and transported in trays 
by refrigerated trucks 
35hl/ha

Sandstone
South/southeast and Northwest
Plots selection

Fermentation in stainless steel tank with indigenous yeast
100%
Pneumatic pressing and cold skin contact 48h - 72h

8 - 9 month
Without fining and light filtered

90 
   
 100

93PTS.

CLOS VENTURI CORSE BLANC
2014
Lots of dried citrus character.
Lemons and white peaches with
honey. Medium to full body, bright
acidity and a long and flavorful
finish. Hint of dried orange, too.
Lightly oily texture. From
biodynamically grown grapes. Drink
now.



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Clos Venturi rosé wine

A fragrant bouquet of fresh lime -blossom, strawberry 
and grapefruit notes dominate the nose. The palate is 
fresh and full flavoured with lovely richness and lively 
acidity, with a balanced and polished dry finish.

AOP Corse

100% Sciaccarellu 

Hand-picked and transported in trays by refrigerated 
trucks 
35hl/ha

Sandstone
South/Southeast
Plots selection

100% steel tanks
 Selected yeast 
100%
Direct  pressing with 36h - 48h cold maceration 
Skin contact

8 - 9 month
Without fining and light filtered without fining and light 
filtered

90           100



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Clos Venturi red wine

Bright Ruby  in colour the nose reveals rich and delightful  
aromas of ripe cherry and wild red fruits with a hint of 
green pepper.
Blackberry, plum and spicy aromas meld seamlessly with 
peppers and spicy notes. Overall, it falls complex on the 
palate the finishes wonderfully smooth, fresh and long.

AOP Corse

50% Niellucciu, 40% Sciaccarellu 10% Carcaghjolu Neru

Hand-picked 

30-35hl/ha

Sandstone
South-east
Plots selection

Fermented in oak cask (40hl)
with native yeast
Partly
Pneumatic
Maceration lasted for 45 days and 
the cap was punched down 
1-3 times/day (pigeage).
14 - 18 months
No fining and unfiltered

89
points

92PTS.

CLOS VENTURI CORSE 2015
This is really smoky and fruity with
a dried-fruit character to the plum
and citrus undertone. Full body,
round texture and a delicious
finish. Pure Sciaccarellu. From
biodynamically grown grapes.
Drink now.

92PTS.

CLOS VENTURI CORSE 2016
Very minerally with dried-violet
and dark-berry character. Medium
to full body, firm and chewy
tannins and a flavorful finish. From
biodynamically grown grapes.
Approachable already, but better
in 2020.



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Clos Venturi  Chiesa Nera red wine

Superb nose of English rose and violet ; spicy mouth of 
gloves and sweet pepper,  fresh and ripe. Nice delicate 
oak maturing No roughness, a sweet, velvety texture that 
will never tear... And then I don‘t know what of Corsica, 
a hint of immortal, maybe. For Manu, this Cuvée Chiesa 
Nera „Black church“ is precisely these of transmission 
between generations, she reminds the moments spent 
with the grandfather  and his love about his island.

Vin de France

Aletico, Niellucciu, Sciaccarellu, Minustellu, Carcaghjolu 
Neru, Moresconu, Vermentinu
Hand-picked

25-30 hl/ha

Sandstone
South-east
Plots selection

Fermented in oak cask (40hl) with native yeast
partly
Pneumatic
Maceration lasted for 45 days and the cap was 
punched down 1-3 times/day (pigeage).

14 - 18 month in demi-muids and 4 - 6 month in bottle
No fining and unfiltered

93 
   
 100

92PTS.

CLOS VENTURI CORSE
CHIESA NERA 2015
The aromas to this are complex
with violets, roses with dark
berries. Full body, round and silky
tannins and a flavorful finish. Tight
and compacted. From
biodynamically grown grapes.



Domaine Vico - route de Calvi - 20218 Ponte Leccia - T. 04 95 47 61 35 - www.domainevico.com

CHARACTER:

VINEYARDS

Appellation : 

Varietal: 

Harvest :

Yield : 

TERROIR
Soil : 
Exposure : 

WINEMAKING

De-stemmed : 
Pressing : 

MATURING

 

Clos Venturi Chiesa Nera white wine

Light straw yellow  in colour with green reflexions, the nose 
reveals rich and delightful aromas of ripe white fruits and 
wild scrub-land’s herbs with a hint of citrus and tangerine.
Dense, long and elegant, full of complexity and stunning 
notes  of citrus fruits and herbs on the palate. 

Vin de France

biancu gentile, vermentinu, genovese

Hand-picked and transported in trays by refrigerated 
trucks 
30-35hl/ha

Sandstone from Miocene
South-east and north-west
Plot selection

Fermentation in egg formed concrete tanks
with native, indigenous  yeast
100%
Pneumatic pressing and  cold skin contact 48h - 72h

12 months in tank on lies and 4 -6 months in bottle
No fining and unfiltered

96 
   
 100

94PTS.

CLOS VENTURI CORSE CHIESA
NERA BLANC 2016
There’s a yeasty and flavorful nature
to this wine with lots of dried apples
and wild fruit. Full body and lots of
flavor. No sulfur. Skin contact, too.
Very intriguing white. Mostly
vermentino. From biodynamically
grown grapes. Drink now.
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Clos Venturi „Altare“ white wine

Pale straw in colour with light green highlights. Honeyed, waxy, 
nutty nose with blossomy fruit of lemon, orange peel and tangerine. 
Full generous palate with supporting acidity, subtle oak with spice, 
creaminess and vanilla notes. Soft and long nutty and mineral oyster 
finish. Complex and refined. 

worked only by horse power

Vin de France

Biancu gentile, Vermentinu, Riminese,Genovese
10 years old vineyards, Rootstock Paulsen, 5000 vines/ha terraced
Hand-picked and transported in trays by refrigerated trucks 

30-35hl/ha

Sandstone from Miocene
North-east to south-east, 200 °
Plot selection

Fermentation in wooden cask with native, indigenous yeast

100%
Pneumatic pressing and  cold skin contact 48h - 72h

12 months in cask on lies and 3 -6 months in bottle, 
partial malolactic fermentation 
No fining and unfiltered
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Clos Venturi  „Le chemin de croix“  red wine

 
Aromas of dark and red berries with hazelnut and 
dusty, stony undertones.
Medium to full body, velvety tannins and 
a flavorful finish. Pretty richness.

AOP Corse

50 years old Sciaccarellu vineyard , Rootstock R110, 4000 vines/ha

Hand-picked and transported in  20 kg trays to the cellar

15hl/ha

Sandstone
South-east and north-west
Plot selection

Fermentation in wooden casks of 12 hls with native, indigenous yeast
100%
Maceration lasted for 35 days and the cap was punched down 1-3 
times/day (pigeage).

24 months in 225 l new barrique  and  6 months in bottles
No fining and unfiltered
limited Production vintage 2016: 856 bottles

92PTS.

CLOS VENTURI CORSE LE
CHEMIN DE CROIX 2016
Aromas of dark berries with
hazelnut and dusty undertones.
Medium to full body, velvety
tannins and a flavorful finish.
Pretty richness. Pure Sciaccarellu.
From biodynamically grown
grapes. Drink or hold.




